Team analyzing security standoff reports, proposals
Final recommendations for improvements due March 31

By Chris Burroughs

Organizations throughout Sandia took the Nov. 17-26 security standdown seriously, and now it’s time for the Labs to begin acting on the recommendations and concerns.

That’s the word from Terri Lovato, Level II Manager of Safeguards and Security Operations Dept. 4220. After the standdown, all departments and divisions submitted reports, expressing issues and concerns about security in their areas and offering lessons learned.

“Line organizations and executive management did an outstanding job and took the standdown seriously,” Terri says. “As a result, we have an enormous amount of data to review. We know the line is anxious and wants to see results and reports immediately. However, we need to examine the data in a thoughtful way.

“Questions as simple as: 1) ‘Do I need a clearance in a PPA?’ to 2) concerns regarding corporate attitudes towards security, need to be addressed in a consistent manner. We are moving relatively quickly to provide answers to simple questions, and are vetting those questions both at New Mexico and California prior to release. We hope the line has patience while we develop and implement good-quality processes.”

A team led by Terri is now analyzing the hundreds of pages of reports, seeking common themes and ways security issues can be resolved. Much of the analysis is being done in

(Continued on page 4)

State of Labs talks tout Sandia’s tech innovations, national security work
Military contributions, computing, Z, MESA, partnerships praised

By Larry Perrine

Labs President C. Paul Robinson and Executive VP Joan Woodard made it clear they are proud of Sandia’s accomplishments over the past year during the 2004 State of the Labs presentation.

LABS PRESIDENT C. PAUL ROBINSON and Executive VP Joan Woodard made it clear they are proud of Sandia’s accomplishments over the past year during the 2004 State of the Labs presentation.
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Sandia’s new ‘inchworm’ actuator studies friction at the microscale, provides detailed information
Main objective was to study validity of 300-year-old Amonton’s Law at small proportions

By Michael Padilla

Creating a tool small enough to measure friction on a microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) device is not an easy task. The tool has to be about the width of a human hair.

Yet, Sandia researchers have developed a new “inchworm” actuator instrument that provides detailed information about friction at the microscale.

The main objective of the project was to study the validity of Amonton’s Law at the microscale. This law, first stated 300 years ago, says that friction force is proportional to normal force (normal means perpendicular to the surface). Although it remains a good description of friction today, there are interesting deviations from Amonton’s Law, especially at low normal forces, where adhesion between the two surfaces is thought to contribute extra force. Because of the large surface-to-volume ratio at the microscale, these adhesive forces could cause a strong deviation from Amonton’s Law.

“We must accomplish several different functions in one device to study the laws of friction at the microscale,” says Sandia researcher and inchworm creator Maarten de Boer (1762).

“We need to build an actuator that controllably and accurately generates both very low and very high forces.”

(Continued on page 4)

Novel simulations harness proteins to build new, desirable nanostructures

Sandia President C. Paul Robinson on nuclear weapons in the 21st century

(Continued on page 6)
Julia Phillips elected to National Academy of Engineering

Sandia’s Julia Phillips has been elected to membership in the National Academy of Engineering (NAE), considered one of the highest professional distinctions that can be accorded an engineer. NAE announced the new members Feb. 13.

Julia is Sandia’s Director of Physical and Chemical Sciences.

“It is always a pleasure when a Sandia achieves national recognition through election to the NAE,” Sandia President C. Paul Robinson told the Lab News. “Anyone who knows of Julia or her work could hardly be surprised by this selection, as she certainly has ranked among the most deserving of our technical leaders for many years. Julia has participated in leadership positions in materials research, the National Research Council, and has always been a stand-out for her deep technical knowledge and extraordinary communication skills.”

It’s wonderful to see this deserved recognition come her way.

Academy membership honors those who have made “important contributions to engineering theory and practices, including significant contributions to the literature of engineering theory and practice,” and those who have demonstrated accomplishments in “the pioneering of new fields of engineering, making advancements in traditional fields of engineering, or developing/implementing innovative approaches to engineering education.”

Julia’s specific citation reads: “For leadership and distinguished research in the epitaxy of dissimilar materials.”

Julia has held her current position at Sandia since 2001. She came to the Labs in 1995 after 14 years at AT&T Bell Laboratories. She has a PhD in applied physics from Yale University and a B.S. in physics from the College of William and Mary.

Her research has been in the areas of epitaxial metallic and insulating films on semiconductors; high-temperature superconducting, ferroelectric, and magnetic oxide thin films; and novel transparent conducting materials.

She was president of the Materials Research Society in 1995 and holds or has held elected positions in the American Physical Society and the American Association for the Advancement of Science. She was a Fellow of the American Physical Society and the American Association for the Advancement of Science as well as a National Associate of the National Academies.

She has served on the editorial boards of Applied Physics Letters, Journal of Applied Physics, Applied Physics Reviews, and Journal of Materials Research and has published more than 100 papers in these and other journals. She has also been involved in the National Research Council, currently serving as chair of its National Materials Advisory Board, and she serves on several other national and international scientific boards.

Other Sandians who are NAE members include Al Romig, Jack Jakowatz, and Jim Asay (all elected last year, Lab News, Feb. 21, 2003), Jeff Brinker and Gordon Osbourn (both elected in 2002), Paul Robinson, and George Samara. Altogether about 16 Sandians, current and retired, are members.

— Ken Frazier
Team solves a mystery of magnetism and chemistry

By Nancy Garcia

Materials science researchers here recently solved a 70-year-old mystery linking magnetism and chemical reactions. Don Siegel, John Hamilton, and former Sandian Mark van Schilfgaarde (all 8761) identified the key while researching how low-level impurities affect grain boundaries in electroplated nickel.

“I am very pleased that the longstanding puzzle about the magnetocalytic effect could finally be completely resolved by your theoretical work,” says Gerhard Ertl, a foremost surface catalysis expert. “I want to congratulate you and your colleagues on this significant achievement!”

The surface catalysis and magnetism and catalysis was first discovered in 1934 when chemist J.A. Hedvall published a research paper indicating that materials such as nickel suddenly become better catalysts when they are heated to the point that they lose their magnetism. “Nobody knew why this happened!” said John.

John learned about the Hedvall effect linking magnetism and catalysis early in his career, publishing an experimental paper in 1981 showing that below the Curie temperature, carbon is abruptly expelled to the surface. “But we still didn’t find out why the carbon was expelled,” he said.

John’s early paper was summarized in the weekly journal Nature by Mildred Dresselhaus, then director of MIT’s Materials Science and Engineering Department. She pointed out that the Hedvall effect is of both theoretical and practical interest. Nickel is used as a catalyst to hydrogenate vegetable oil—remove spoilage and convert to a solid form, remove sulfur from diesel fuels, and produce about half the world’s hydrogen gas supply through steam-reforming of natural gas.

In 1984, Gerhard Ertl showed that carbon impurities were responsible for the disruption of catalysis. For their experiments, his team painstakingly removed the trace carbon impurities that are commonly present in nickel at parts per million levels. With the Hedvall effect disappeared.

One of Don’s early results was shown to Mark van Schilfgaarde, a theorist with an expertise in magnetic phenomena. Mark became interested in the topic and performed a more detailed simulation of how carbon solubility changed across the magnetic transition. Don and his colleagues coined a new term, “magnet-expulsion” to describe this phenomenon.

The results of this research, carried out in intensive calculations using the supercomputer cluster CFPlant, were recently accepted for publication in the prestigious journal Physical Review Letters. In his congratulatory note Ertl commented that the Sandia work “made(s) now the final point to this story.”

LIGA parts. Like other magnetic materials such as iron, nickel undergoes a magnetic phase transformation at a transition temperature known as the Curie point, about 350 degrees C. At higher temperatures nickel is nonmagnetic and carbon moves from the surface into the metal. At lower temperatures nickel is magnetic and carbon is expelled to the surface, where it hinders surface catalysis (the ability to facilitate chemical reactions). Carbon is expelled from bulk nickel because it disrupts the magnetic spin of nearby nickel atoms, making them lose their magnetism.

Q: As soon as Fleet Services moved from Facilities to Procurement, the service went away.
A: If the gas tanks aren’t empty, the pumps don’t work.
Q: Oil changes used to be a 15-minute event (including drive time to Bldg 1675). Now it’s a one-hour event (if you’re lucky) to drive to Jiffy Lube, Zip Lube, etc., charged to overhead or a customer.
A: Repairs used to be one phone call away; call Fleet Services, someone picked up the vehicle, got it fixed, and returned it. Now, call Fleet Services and get the name and number of a mechanic in town authorized to fix the vehicle; call the mechanic and set an appointment; drive the vehicle over and wait or get a ride back in a second vehicle which followed (leaving it unavailable for valid use). Second option, return to mechanic later to pick up vehicle; again, tying up the second vehicle (all on overhead or customer’s dime).
Q: If you received specialized services from Fleet Management, the services you described in your feedback are not part of the standard service we provided our customers — Fleet Management is not authorized to perform maintenance on GSA vehicles nor do we have the resources to deliver 900 fleet vehicles to off-site shop vendors for maintenance. If you received specialized services from Fleet Management in the past, it was not part of the standard service we provided other customers. We sincerely appreciate your feedback and are working diligently to implement the preventive maintenance pilot program to reduce your commuting time, without increasing existing staff and resources allocated to the Fleet Management department.
— Dave Palmer (10200)
Inchworm (Continued from page 1)

These forces need to be applied both perpendicularly and tangentially to test the validity of Amonton’s Law over a wide force range, he says. However, conventional MEMS tangential force actuators, known as comb drives, provide only 10 microneutons of tangential force. Maarten wanted to achieve millineutons of force and replaced the comb drive with serpentine springs. “We can bend plates to convert normal force to tangential force,” he says. The inchworm has a force-amplifying plate that spans two fractional clamps. While “pinching” along, its step size is very small, about 40 nanometers, but its stepping cycle can be repeated over and over.

Maarten and postdoctoral researcher Alex Corwin (1762) developed a measurement methodology to confirm that the inchworm operates at up to 80,000 cycles a second, with a velocity of up to 3 millimeters per second. The force the inchworm develops is measured by attaching it to a load spring that has a special non-linear characteristic — for each step the inchworm walks, the force increases more than it did in the previous step. A maximum tangential force of 2.5 millineutons is achieved when the inchworm stalls out, about 250 times more force than a comb drive.

Investigating Amonton’s Law

So far this describes the inchworm’s ability to move and provide forces. But Maarten asks the question: how does the inchworm give information on friction? To determine the coefficient of static friction, the inchworm is walked out a long distance of about 20 micrometers against a load spring. Then, a large voltage on one clamp holds it in place. This voltage is then gradually reduced, which decreases the frictional force it can sustain. At a certain point, the load spring overcomes that frictional force, and the inchworm slides forward a short distance (several micrometers) until the load spring force decreases enough that it stops again. This measurement is now repeated and the next measurement is at a much lower load due to the load spring’s non-linearity. Now, Amonton’s Law can be studied over a wide force range.

Working with Bob Ashurst, University of California, Berkeley, Maarten found that the friction force depends on the normal force from 1 millineutron down to normal loads as small as 50 microneutons, in accordance with Amonton’s Law. Alex further decreased the load and found that the coefficient of static friction began to increase. This was the deviation from Amonton’s Law due to adhesive forces, Maarten says.

Alex and Maarten also mapped out a way to measure dynamic friction, accounting for the friction forces in the presence of inertial forces, air damping forces, and the spring force. The result was that dynamic friction is about 80 percent of static friction.

Large gross slip ‘very surprising’

Maarten worked with David Luck (1769) to determine whether the frictional measurements made so far described the behavior of the device when it was operated. This test was different from the friction test and was conducted by loading the trailing clamp and found that the coefficient of static friction began to increase. This was the deviation from Amonton’s Law due to adhesive forces, Maarten says.

Alex and Maarten also mapped out a way to measure dynamic friction, accounting for the friction forces in the presence of inertial forces, air damping forces, and the spring force. The result was that dynamic friction is about 80 percent of static friction.

Something other than the coefficient of friction had to be affecting the step size of the inchworm in operation. The researchers had assumed that the leading clamp was stationary in the stepping cycle, because the load applied to it was much larger than the load on the trailing clamp. Maarten reasoned that even though the leading clamp load was much larger, perhaps it was slipping back rather than remaining in position. Tests were devised to determine whether this slippage was occurring, and the researchers inferred that it was.

Alex wanted to see if the model predicted much slip that could be directly observed. By using high-resolution imaging, he looked for movement of the inchworm before the static friction event. He observed slip over distances as large as 200 nanometers. “A slip this large was very surprising,” Maarten says, “Theories predict about one or two nanometers of slip.”

The inchworm’s uses

Besides serving as a test structure useful for model friction studies, the inchworm actuator is attractive for use in actual MEMS applications. Marc Polosky (2614) demonstrated how the inchworm can be integrated into a MEMS system that performs mechanical logic functions.

“I had been looking for a good linear actuator,” says Marc. “The inchworm provides a very high output force and can be moved controllably both backwards and forwards. On the MEMS scale, stiction forces can degrade system performance.”

MEMS actuators that have large output forces improve design margin and reliability. “The inchworm has enabled us to replace a number of components in our discrimination system and improved our production yield,” Marc says.

Dustin Carr (1769) believes the inchworm actuator can be especially useful in applications where precise positioning and control of micro-optical elements is necessary.

“The ability to do nanoscale positioning over many microns of range can enable the miniaturization of an optical lab benchtop, without using bulky or power-hungry piezoelectric devices,” Dustin says.
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Standdown (Continued from page 1)

Centers 4100 and 5500 where computer data mining capabilities are being employed.

“We received the last division report on Jan. 15, and by March 31 we will have a final report with the division lead from Safeguards and Security,” Terri says. “We will then begin looking at changes, but we don’t want to do any knee-jerk reactions. We want to make informed decisions through analysis of the problems and the identification of changes. This process will include addressing current issues as well as identifying what solutions reduce potential issues.

Terri says there are several common themes already emerging from the reports — some which could even have “quick fixes.” For example, problems were noted of 1) people taking personal cell phones into limited areas, 2) difficulties in filling out Foreign National Request Forms, and 3) how to manage OUO [official use only] information.

The cell phone problem might be resolved by applying Security policies, Terri says. Sensors could be placed at the entrances to technical areas that would sound an alarm when someone enters with a cell phone. This effort is being worked with Center 4100 personnel. This could catch the potential infraction “before it becomes a problem.”

Efforts are already underway to provide better instructions to the line when Foreign National Request Forms are submitted.

• Other recommendations that frequently appeared in the division reports were: A publication should be drafted that lists infraction and security incident information. These should be listed by organization and indicate the corrective action or discipline taken.

• The standoff homepage should be kept current and used for training purposes.

• A Security Awareness Campaign could run for a year.

• OUO documents should be better managed.

• Commonly or frequently asked questions could be answered on the standoff homepage.

• Security messages could be carried on electric signs at main gates.

Safeguards and Security Team standdown.

Safeguards and Security Team members who are analyzing reports from the security standdown include Terri Lovato (4220), Peggy Montoya (4220), Pauline Dobranich (4142), Greg Conrad (5311), Sally Kmetz (3133), Della Vieth (4202), Al Beradino (9311), and Suzanne Weissman (6000).
Novel simulations harness proteins to build nanostructures

Sanida husband-and-wife team building nanostructures like birds build nests

By Neal Singer

Sandia Lab News

Gordon Osbourn last week reported a novel method of simulating protein behavior to achieve new, desirable nanostructures. The method, achieved in prototype, treats protein-like molecules in a construction framework to achieve new, desirable structures by following the methods they are normally subjected to, and see them change as sites where molecules can attach, called docking sites, become visible or disappear. The process simulates protein behavior outside the animal cells in which they are normally found, so process other researchers have already demonstrated is accurate.

“We have shown,” says Gordon, “that through stochastic simulations, certain protein self-assembly processes can act as a novel form of programmable computation, equivalent to Turing machines.”

Gordon and Ann are working with experimentalists “to carry out the experiments suggested by our simulations and build the structures by following the steps demonstrated by the simulated components,” says Ann.

Gordon is one of six researchers to attain the title of Fellow at Sandia in the last 50 years. The title is awarded to those researchers of unusual insight whose contributions have brought about new ideas and notable advances in science and technology.

NEW PROTEIN BEHAVIOR — Sandia Fellow Gordon Osbourn and his wife, Sandia fellow Ann Bouchard, have developed a novel method of simulating protein behavior to achieve new, desirable nanostructures. (Photo by Bill Doty)

Recent Patents

Albert Marshall (7974S), Stanley Kravitz (1763), and Chris Tigges (1742S): Method of Fabricating a Micro Heat Barrier.


Jeffrey Rienstra (5731), Stephen Gentry (5721), and William Swett (1745S): Information-Efficient Imaging Sensor with TDI.

Bernhard Jokiel Jr. (1745S), Gilbert Benavides (14184), and Loeb Blog (1732S): Planar-Structured Spatial Micro-Stage.

Raymond Byrne (2338S), John Harrington (15252), Steven Eskridge, and John Hurtado: Cooperating Mobile Robots.

Robert Crockar (8144), Cindy Harnett (8358S), and Bruce Mosier (8144S): Composition Pulse-Time-Of-Flight Mass Flow Sensor.

Alfredo Morales (8762S): Method for Applying a Photosensitive Substrate to a Substrate Having a Preexisting Topology.


Richard Jepsen (9134) and Jesse Roberts (6822): Oscillatory Erosion and Transport Phenomenon with Superimposed Unidirectional Flow.

2004 Quality New Mexico conference: ‘On the Road to Performance Excellence’

For the past year Les Shephard (2900) has been working with Julia Gabaldon, Lisa Polito (12010S), and a team of about 20 to plan the upcoming Quality New Mexico conference.

As conference chair, he provides structure and context to the 11-year-old event. “I love it,” says Les, who is Director of Stockpile Resource Center 2900 at Sandia. “I get to work with a stellar team, all volunteers from across the state.”

He became involved with Quality New Mexico as a board member two years ago and last year co-chaired the conference.

Les credits the success of the event, which annually draws some 600 participants, to Julia, a Sandia-loaned executive who helped found the organization and serves as its president.

“Sandia made a commitment to loan Julia to it,” Les says. “She helped make Quality New Mexico a success. She’s provided great leadership for the organization as it has grown continuously and become the premier quality state program in the nation.”

Quality New Mexico is a nonprofit organization that raises New Mexicans about quality principles and practices, and encourages and rewards quality in business, education, government, and healthcare. It also promotes an economic climate to foster and enhance the prosperity of the state.

Awards are patterned after the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award standards — that require a rigorous examination process involving a minimum of 300 hours of review by an independent board of examiners. Three awards are given — the Zia Award (the top award), the Roadrunner Recognition for Progress, and the Pinon Recognition for Commitment.

Les says that this year, as usual, several Sandians volunteered their time to Quality New Mexico. They include Lynne Adams (10258), Brett Locke (9735), Robert Richards (6850), Karl Ricker (12336), Daniel Roberts (3521), Laurel Moore, Vicki Neillings, and Lisa Walter (all 12560) — people who go through the examiner training, work in teams, review applications, and write feedback comments. Gail Willette (9724) served as awards administrator.

— Chris Burroughs

2004 QNM conference

The 2004 Quality New Mexico Conference will be March 3-5 at the Hyatt Regency Tamaya Resort.

The conference will include a first-time golf tournament on March 3, nine Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award recipients who will speak during four keynote sessions, and 40 seminars focused on business, education, government, and healthcare on March 4 and 5. The New Mexico Quality Awards ceremony will be the evening of March 4. Sandia will receive a Diamond recognition for providing a loaned executive to Quality New Mexico.

For conference information, call 944-2001 or visit www.qualitynewmexico.org.
just been substantial — we now get $600 million from agencies other than the Department of Energy/NNSA. They [other agencies] are beginning to call on us more and more.”

Paul praised Sandia’s increasing strategic partnerships with private companies and universities and how the Sandia Science and Technology Park and Technology Ventures Corporation are helping establish and maintain these partnerships.

Sandia now has about 500 active partnerships, he noted, including a healthy mix of big-name companies and smaller firms, and these partnerships benefit Sandia and the companies at the same time. “They really value the chance to work with the laboratory, and we’ve become part of the strategic plans of many companies.”

Supporting partnering, Paul pointed out that six of the seven Sandia technical projects winning R&D 100 Awards in the most recent competition involved partnerships.

A big year for computing, Z machine

“This is going to be a big year for Sandia,” Paul said about the high-performance computing area. He said Sandia’s new Red Storm supercomputer will come on line this year — running at 40 trillion operations a second “right out of the chute,” and may be capable of being upgraded to 100 trillion operations a second. “That level is the ‘holy grail’ that we set in the ASCI program more than a decade ago,” he noted.

Paul said the Labs’ collaboration with NASA to help determine the cause of the Space Shuttle Columbia disaster last year (Lab News, Sept. 5, 2003) is a great example of how Sandia’s scientific computing folks work closely with other technical disciplines to solve difficult problems. He went on to say that the greatest potential of supercomputing is in helping to ensure up front that sophisticated hardware systems are designed and built properly to withstand all possible conditions and situations.

“Our vision is that you should build it first in cyberspace, test it there, evaluate it there under all the conditions it will likely meet; and then when you think it’s ready, build the first one.”

Paul said Sandia’s Z machine work on fusion energy really came of age recently, and Labs researchers are now compressing deuterium pellets in a “beautifully symmetrical” way and heating them to temperatures that exceed those in the sun.

“This work is so exciting,” he said. “We’ve been given the money for upgrading the Z machine, and we’re predicting some pretty spectacular things to come as we pursue fusion.”

Sandia’s biggest single construction project

Paul called on Don Cook (1900) at all three presentations to give a progress report on Microsystems and Engineering Sciences Applications (MESA) and what it will mean to the Labs’ future. MESA will comprise three new facilities and provide equipment required to design and prototype microsystem-based components for nuclear weapons and other applications.

MESA is the largest construction project ever at Sandia and will add more than 390,000 square feet of laboratory, office, and clean room space to accommodate nearly 650 people. Total cost is projected at $462.5 million, and it is scheduled to be completed in 2008. It is about halfway complete now, on schedule and within budget. “This project will provide computationally enabled microtechnologies for modernizing the safety, security, and reliability features of the US nuclear deterrent,” Don explained. “This is our most important intersection that involves microtechnology, modeling and simulation, and engineering sciences.”

Although he couldn’t go into detail because of the sensitivities of the work, Paul talked briefly about how a number of Sandians were called on over the holiday season at the end of 2003 to address some serious security threats to the nation. “Lots of your colleagues were working to protect us during those days, and we should all be thankful to them and thankful that nothing really bad happened,” he said.

Let there be LEDs

Paul discussed the Labs’ cooperative solid-state lighting research with industry and other labs and demonstrated a handheld light-emitting diode (LED) device that produces bright “white” light using only 8 watts of power (two LEDs of 4 watts each). The prototype white LEDs are produced by Sandia partner Lumileds Lighting.

“Twenty percent of the world’s electricity is now used for lighting,” noted Paul. “Experts estimate that white-light LEDs could eventually save up to 50 percent of this energy, so that would save 10 percent of the world’s electricity.”

(Note: White-light LEDs are not yet practical because they are still too costly to produce, but bright colored-light LEDs are already saving energy and money in many applications, including traffic lights.)

Paul went on to talk about several Sandia projects to ensure adequate energy and clean water supplies and noted the Labs’ many contributions in the areas of homeland security, international nonproliferation work, proposed cooperative work with Mexico, and young, growing programs in biotechnology.

He acknowledged some troubling security difficulties last year, but said Sandians have cooperated well and worked hard to correct deficiencies. “Joan and I thank all of you for your hard work in the security stand-down.”

Joan’s points

Because time ran short at the Feb. 11 employee session, Joan talked briefly, making several primary points.

First, she acknowledged that the State of the Labs presentation traditionally does not talk much about the nuclear weapons program, but that the program is “core and primary to this laboratory. There is absolutely no question,” she emphasized. “So much technology that you saw here today comes from the science base and engineering capability of this laboratory that exists because of the nuclear weapons program.”

Joan praised work that Sandia’s weapons...
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program scientists and engineers and doing, particularly on the W-76 and W-80 systems. "We have some big challenges, and I am thrilled with the progress and quality of the work. I want to thank you and let you know that we’re very proud of your work even though we don’t talk much about this in the community and in public addresses because of the sensitivity and the classification issues."

Sandia’s Executive VP then discussed the $2.2 billion Sandia budget, staffing, and hiring situations.

"We have 8,300 people, and we’ll continue to have a very good hiring program," said Joan. "It will be trimmed back a little [from about 600 new hires per year in recent years] to about 450 because we are looking beyond this year at some of the issues associated with the federal budget deficit, where the overall nuclear weapons program will be going in size, and preparing to make sure we maintain the stability at this institution that is so important."

She then praised employees’ involvement in community programs and contribution campaigns, noting that Sandians volunteered about 85,000 hours last year and pledged more than $2.5 million during the last ECP and LEAP giving campaigns.

Joan concluded her employee talk by honoring Sandians who have been called to active military duty in the past few years, including several who served in Afghanistan and Iraq. Showing photos of those who served and returned to Sandia, she said, "If you see these folks, please thank them." She said nine other Sandians remain on active duty today.

Joan at community presentation

With more time at the Feb. 5 community presentation, Joan talked about the Labs’ homeland security capabilities and achievements, she said, "If I had to suggest one area where we have special strengths, it would be in sensors and sensing technologies." As an example, Joan touted Sandia’s new MiniSAR — all-weather, day/night synthetic aperture radar — system that weighs less than 30 pounds and can be carried on small unmanned aerial vehicles (Lab News, Feb. 6).

She talked about work Sandia is doing cooperatively to improve the nation’s precision weapons and surveillance capabilities, saying the Labs is developing "a suite of technologies to provide persistent surveillance of targets for national security applications. Perfecting these technologies is one of our Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) grand challenges."

"This research taps into Sandia’s strengths in sensor technologies, power sources, computing, robotics, and systems integration," she continued. "Ultimately, we’re aiming for a system that can give our military a real-time picture of the movement of individuals."

Other Sandia-developed devices and technologies that Joan featured included the instant shooter ID kit in use by the military and law-enforcement groups, surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors (making possible receivers the size of a grain of rice), biotechnology work that has demonstrated cells capable of detecting cholera, a microfuel cell that can produce electricity directly from glucose, the BioBriefcase (portable, easily concealed bio detector), and Sandia/California’s Weapons of Mass Destruction Analysis Center.

She also discussed Sandia’s growing work in micro- and nanotechnology, quantum cascade laser research with MIT to develop tools for remote sensing of gases, new methods for testing and ensuring the reliability of radiation-hardened integrated circuits, how Sandia technology contributed to the success of the recent Mars missions, explosives-detection portal, and more.

Joan talked with obvious pride about how Sandia supports local business, particularly small and disadvantaged businesses. Citing New Mexico statistics, she said the Labs spent about $866 million with the private sector for goods and services, including more than $450 million with small businesses, $120 million with small disadvantaged businesses, and $69 million with woman-owned businesses.

EXECUTIVE VP JOAN WOODARD told employees the Labs will continue to have a very good hiring program in 2004, but it will be trimmed back a bit. Sandia plans to hire about 450 people this year, down from 500-600 in recent years. (Photo by Randy Montoya)

"So much technology that you saw here today comes from the science base and engineering capability of this laboratory that exists because of the nuclear weapons program."

Sandia honored by United Way for top contributions

LABS DIRECTOR PAUL ROBINSON accepts Sandia’s award for top contributing company ($2,256,877) from United Way of Central New Mexico CEO Jack Holmes at the annual awards breakfast Feb. 5 at the Hyatt Regency downtown. Sandia also received the Million Dollar Round Table Award given to companies contributing more than $1M and the Platinum award for achieving $200 per capita. Lockheed Martin Corporation received a Corporate Cornerstone Recognition Award. James Jaramillo (10842-3) and Michael McClafferty (14403) received awards for being Sandia’s loaned executives, and James also received the Outstanding Labor Campaign Award, given to an individual for the first time. He is a union chief steward for the Metal Trades Council and was the first labor loaned executive in many years. He has also served as a community panel member for several years.

MESA TALK — Don Cook explains Sandia’s developing Microsystems and Engineering Sciences Applications (MESA) complex. The $462.5 million complex is about half complete, on schedule, and within budget. (Photo by Randy Montoya)
Paul Robinson on Nuclear Weapons in the 21st Century

This is the text of a short invited talk, “Nuclear Weapons in the 21st Century,” by President and Director C. Paul Robinson to a Nuclear Policy Research Institute symposium Jan. 26 in Washington, D.C. Paul says he accepted the invitation to speak primarily because almost all of the talk about critical nuclear weapons and felt unless he spoke, the other side of the story might not be heard. (NNP’s slogan is “creating consensuses for a nuclear-free future.”) We thought the Sandia community would find his comments of special interest, and Paul readily agreed to our request to publish them.

By C. Paul Robinson

Thanks to Dr. Helen Caldicott—for inviting me to speak at this conference. And thanks to the meeting, there appear to be few others here who share my point of view. I did not accept in order to be the ‘skeptic at the table’ or to overstate my single views on the role of nuclear weapons past, present, and future. Let me say at the outset—I am all too aware of the gulf that separates my views from so many others.

It was Thomas Jefferson who said, “… Debate and controversy play the same role in a democracy as storms do in the natural realm.” Unfortunately, by its nature, many of my side of the subject are restricted from open discussion by the necessity to classify this information, lest it provide advantage to potential adversaries—and it has always been so.

Realizing those limitations, let me—to the extent I can—review the specifics of how US thinking about nuclear weapons has developed over the years—and our present conception of its purpose and some of its particulars in the new security environment we face today, and are like to face going forward.

History is always a good starting point, and let me recommend to you a recent book by British history, and analyst, entitled The Secret State: Whittall and the Cold War. He notes, “The book that needs to be written — the definitive history of Cold War (will be) huge, probably multi-volumed, and of such a scope that it will be difficult to classify available to any of the major decision makers of the time, and thus nuclear weapons policies developed in the inner circles in large measure from self-perceptions of what the impact of a nuclear-armed world might mean for their own strategic interests. Each nation, independently and in turn, had to decide whether and how those perceptions of fear and vulnerability were affecting the strategic plans of others. I believe that when the history of the Cold War can be written, it will show that — on the world stage the thinkers and planners of that day should be commended by all of us who came afterwards, for their accomplishment in developing a strategic deterrence formulation which has endured remarkably well to us to today. Moreover, the Cold War never became “hot”—at least not with “nuclear heat.”

The strategy which developed is quite simple (and I credit to my colleague General Larry Welch the following formulation): to prevent aggression by “hold at risk” assets within which nation they which value more than they value the actions we are trying to deter. I do not have time to expand on the many subtleties of this formulation. I will comment that the word chosen to describe this process—deterrence—is a very apt choice. Its root word is the Latin word terre—which means to frighten with an overwhelming fear. When you add the prefix de-, you get a term meaning “to frighten from.” This strategy, policy, and real capability grew into an enduring process, which has served the United States well in the last quarter century. It has become a potent antidote to military aggression. Deterrence serves as “a sobering force,” one that can only serve to prevent wars from starting, but can cap the level of military destruction that might otherwise occur, and can force all sides to “come to their senses.” Thus, I have come to believe that the world would become more dangerous, not less dangerous, were United States weapons to be absent from the scene.

Of course the world has changed significantly, and we must constantly adapt our policies to that changing world. The United States must remain as a cornerstone of our defense posture for many, many years to come, at least until such time as nations cease stockpiling major weapons systems for use against each other. But we keep our arsenal only to ensure any potential adversary that our capability to destroy those four essential categories of their military power is so certain, that they will restrain from committing aggression in the first place.

The current Nuclear Posture Review has challenged us to find better ways to hold strategic targets at risk, particularly through improved conventional weapons, in order to continually raise the threshold of any nuclear use. I believe this is sound strategy and I believe there is much we can do. With the end of the Cold War, we are now in a new strategic relationship with Russia and the newly independent states as allies rather than adversaries, we live in a time of exciting possibilities. While doubts any of the new regional powers we have referred to as “rogue states” do cause us continued concern, these concerns are greatly muted to those we faced during the Cold War. While admittedly such states could cause us to reconsider the impact of a around them, and could potentially cause serious harm to the US as well; the likelihood that they would be deterred by capability of nuclear war to small, smaller than at any time in my life and yours. We should all in fact rejoice for that.

But where do we go from here? Can our militaries or our peace activists alone save us. Perhaps the synthesis of the two might offer better insights. Whether the synthesis of the two might improve the situation, I don’t know. But I believe it is worth a chance for us to try. You and I are not normal citizens. I believe we in fact seek the same goals — a peaceful and free world where the human spirit can create opportunities for all inhabitants of our earth to prosper and fulfill their hopes and dreams. I have never put much faith in the notions that “complete and total disarmament” is the realizable goal in any near-term. The nature of man as a species is sufficiently complicated, and we have repeatedly shown our inability to organize even the world citizens to put much hope in being able to truly “ outlaw” war and aggression any time soon.

I believe the US was quite serious in putting forward the Baruch Plan, to share the responsibility among nations as well as the burden of maintaining a common arsenal of nuclear weapons. I would wish that international institutions would gain the level of importance they deserve. But at the same time, I would like to suggest that we allow such a proposal to again be seriously considered. Meanwhile, I do not believe we have lost our way, but that we have developed a formula, which we must maintain the same. But at the same time, I would like to suggest that we allow such a proposal to again be seriously considered. Meanwhile, I do not believe we have lost our way, but that we have developed a formula, which must remain as a cornerstone of our defense posture for many, many years to come, at least until such time as nations cease stockpiling major weapons systems for use against each other. We keep our arsenal only to ensure any potential adversary that our capability to destroy those four essential categories of their military power is so certain, that they will restrain from committing aggression in the first place.

And I believe there is much we can do. With the end of the Cold War, we are now in a new strategic relationship with Russia and the newly independent states as allies rather than adversaries, we live in a time of exciting possibilities. While doubts any of the new regional powers we have referred to as “rogue states” do cause us continued concern, these concerns are greatly muted to those we faced during the Cold War. While admittedly such states could cause us to reconsider the impact of a around them, and could potentially cause serious harm to the US as well; the likelihood that they would be deterred by capability of nuclear war to small, smaller than at any time in my life and yours. We should all in fact rejoice for that.

But where do we go from here? Can our militaries or our peace activists alone save us. Perhaps the synthesis of the two might offer better insights. Whether the synthesis of the two might improve the situation, I don’t know. But I believe it is worth a chance for us to try. You and I are not normal citizens. I believe we in fact seek the same goals — a peaceful and free world where the human spirit can create opportunities for all inhabitants of our earth to prosper and fulfill their hopes and dreams. I have never put much faith in the notions that “complete and total disarmament” is the realizable goal in any near-term. The nature of man as a species is sufficiently complicated, and we have repeatedly shown our inability to organize even the world citizens to put much hope in being able to truly “ outlaw” war and aggression any time soon.

I believe the US was quite serious in putting forward the Baruch Plan, to share the responsibility among nations as well as the burden of maintaining a common arsenal of nuclear weapons. I would wish that international institutions would gain the level of importance they deserve. But at the same time, I would like to suggest that we allow such a proposal to again be seriously considered. Meanwhile, I do not believe we have lost our way, but that we have developed a formula, which must remain the same. But at the same time, I would like to suggest that we allow such a proposal to again be seriously considered.
Q: I was wondering if we have any data concerning Sandia's progress toward achieving: "Our highest goal is to become the laboratory the US turns to first for technology solutions to meet challenging problems that threaten peace and freedom for our nation and the globe." In that regard:

(1) How many times did the US turn to Sandia first? Versus other performers.
(2) What were the problems addressed?
(3) Did Sandia step up to the plate in every case?
(4) Did Sandia provide any solutions? If so, what were they?
(5) How many dollars were involved?
(6) Do we have a list of the "senior members of the US Congress that identify Sandia with 'global security'?" And, are there some that we would like to have on the list but aren't on it now? If so, who are they, and what do we need to do to add them to the list?
(7) Is Sandia the primary national security laboratory? If not, why not?

A: These questions are not easy to answer quantitatively because we do not have good metrics for tracking progress in the terms you specify. For example, we do not know how many federal agencies turned to Sandia first, as opposed to other performers, and it may not be possible to collect that data. But please understand that Sandia's "highest goal" is to elicit a statement of vision for the Labs as it is a business goal. Having said that, there are some metrics we can point to. In the year following the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, Sandia's work on new national problems more than doubled. The nation turned to us after that emergency to provide technical solutions to certain urgent problems. Many of the solutions we delivered were documented in our annual Accomplishments publications. The decontamination team, deployed to ELF (synthetic aperture radar) imaging, bomb disablement technology and training, and the Washington Metro chemical detector test bed are familiar examples. Since 2001, there have been fresh examples of the nation turning to Sandia first or in partnership with other NNSA labs. Many government agencies have sought our counsel in security matters, sometimes for the first time, and some as return customers — including the Department of Defense, the National Institute of Justice, the Secret Service, the Federal Aviation Administration, state and federal corrections systems, public school systems, and even the 2002 Winter Olympic Games. Certainly, the Nuclear Emergency Search Team (NEST) has been active behind the scenes. The National Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center (NISAC) — which began as a Sandia/LANL joint activity and now reports to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) — advised the White House on Hurricane Isabel's potential impacts on national infrastructures. Quite a few other new activities are in progress that we were requested to perform for other agencies, but are too sensitive to discuss at this date.

DHS turned to Sandia for people — experts and technical managers — to staff key department functions as the agency was stood up. In FY03, we experienced new revenue growth in homeland security of $15–20 million. Furthermore, we are on track to again double our DHS portfolio in FY04, as program development groundwork performed last year bears fruit.

The SMUs and individual program managers have been very active during the last fiscal year cultivating relationships with various agencies whose missions can benefit more directly from Sandia's involvement. One outstanding example is the maritime security study in Omg. 6900 (formerly 5300), which has a joint funding goal of a million dollars of new work for Sandia. It is especially significant that most of this new work sprung from direct customer demand at the customer's behest, rather than from a program office in Washington. The port directors had confidence in what Sandia could do, and they insisted on working with us. With respect to your sixth question, I want to make it clear that while we try to cultivate positive relationships with congressional members and their staffs and report information about our programs and capabilities to any member of congress or their staffs when requested, Congress is not an appropriate venue for program development activities. Program development should target customer agencies — the people with direct mission responsibility — and not individual members of congress or committees. Sandia's SMUs have the primary goal of that activity. Our strategy must be to convince customer agencies — DOE, DoD, DHS, DOT, DOJ for example — that Sandia is the lab they should turn to; we should not look to Congress to tell these agencies to work with us. With respect to your seventh question, Sandia is one provider among many, which is fine and appropriate. The federal government has access to many national security laboratories as well as a strong defense industrial base to turn to for its needs. Given the reality of this competitive environment, perhaps it is logical for us to ask ourselves, "Why would a federal agency program managers turn to us first?"

Three key reasons come to mind. First, Sandia's industrial heritage is unique among the nation's national security laboratories. In the best tradition of the premier industrial R&D centers that fueled America's technological development — AT&T, General Electric, RCA, Sperry, DuPont, IBM, and Lockheed Martin's precursors — we know how to bring science, engineering, and manufacturing design together to create solutions that can be turned into production.

Second, our industrial heritage has taught us to pay keen attention to our customers. We know that it is very important to meet the customer's expectations for performance, schedule, and cost. We strive for a close, long-term relationship with our sponsors. If we can understand our customers' strategic needs, we can anticipate those needs and be prepared with solutions. Third, Sandia's, status as a federally funded research and development center gives us the privilege of working as partners with agency customers and the obligation to provide them with objective, unbiased, technical counsel. This is a unique position of trust that we must continue to strengthen. Agency customers should never have reason to question our loyalty to their mission or our motives for advocating a technical position or solution.

Thus, I believe there are compelling reasons for a variety of customers to think of Sandia first when they are faced with daunting national security challenges. However, we do so based on their last experience with us. If we reliably provide exceptional service consistent with these principles, I am confident that they will increasingly call on us.

— Carol Yarnall (Executive Staff Director)

Management promotion

New Mexico

Earl Creel, from DMTS to Manager, Navigation Guidance & Controls Dept. 15440

Earl joined Sandia in August 1983. His work has focused on applications of inertial and GPS navigation systems to National Missile Defense Programs such as the Strategic Target System Bouquet, and target refueling vehicles for the Integrated Flight Test Experiments. He holds a BA in electrical engineering from Kansas State University. * * * ALLEN STROUPHAUER, from PMTS, Weapons Complex Integration Strategic Planning Department (9732), to Manager, Weapons Complex Strategic Planning Department II (9733).

Al joined Sandia in July 1994 upon his retirement as an US Army nuclear weapons officer. His first two years were in the DOE Washington, DC, Defense Programs Military Applications Office as a Senior Technical Advi-

Sarah Renfro, from PMLS, Management Advisory Services Team Dept. 12801, to Manager, Ethics Office Dept. 12210.

Sarah joined Sandia in June 1995 as an auditor in Internal Audit Dept. 12830, where she conducted audits, performed risk management reviews, and provided investigative assistance to the Ethics offices. For the past year and a half, she has been a member of the Management Advisory Services Team, provid-

(Continued on next page)
Promotions

(Continued from preceding page)

ing analysis and assessment of management approaches. Prior to joining Sandia, Sarah was an evaluator for the US General Accounting Office. She is a retired personnel officer from the New Mexico Air National Guard.

She has a bachelor’s degree in finance from the University of New Mexico.

* * *

California

Tim Shepodd, from DMTS to Manager, Materials Chemistry Dept. 8762.

Tim has been a member of Sandia/California’s Materials Chemistry Department since he joined the Labs in February 1988.

His career in polymer chemistry has focused on three areas: polymers for microfluidic (Homeland Defense) applications, the chemistry of explosives and chemical warfare agents, and the development of hydrogen getters for consumer and industrial product safety. Tim and LeRoy Whinnery received R&D Magazine’s R&D100 recognition in 2001 for inventing the polymer hydrogen getters, which permanently remove unwanted hydrogen, an extremely flammable gas with a large explosive range in air. Tim won a second R&D 100 Award last year with Brian Kirby and David Reichmuth for cast-to-shape microvalves.

He has served as principal investigator or program manager on numerous Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) and Work for Others projects.

Tim has a BS in chemistry from UCLA and a PhD in chemistry from Caltech.

* * *

Ricky Tam, from SMTS, Videoconference and Collaborative Technologies Dept. 8947, to Manager, Site Business Office Dept. 8529.

Ricky joined Sandia/California in December 1992. He has worked in organizational development and training for Center 8500, Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) research for Center 8900, and in Dept. 8947 Homeland-Security-related projects.

Before joining the Labs, Ricky worked for more than 15 years in organization development consulting and was the director for Pro-Action Associates, an organization development consulting firm.

Ricky has a BA in recreation administration, a BS in business information computing systems, and an MSBA in human resources management, all from San Francisco State University.
### Military base realignment and closure

**Avoid rumors, keep informed – process has just begun**

Note to Sandians: Kirtland AFB asked the Lab News to publish this report to inform Sandia employees of the latest status on this issue. — Editor

By Col. Hank Andrews
Kirtland Air Force Base commander

Recent news reports about proposed base realignment and closure actions have resulted in extensive speculation. The best way to avoid rumors is for us to share information with you on the BRAC process. As full partners in all that TEAM KIRTLAND does for America each day, we are committed to that information-sharing process.

The 2002 National Defense Authorization Act authorized DOD to pursue one round of BRAC in 2005. All military installations will be evaluated, and, as realignments are based on approved, published selection criteria and a force structure plan.

DOD has released proposed criteria to be used in the determination of which bases to close or realign. This is a preliminary set of criteria sent out for a public comment period that will close this month. There is no list of bases recommended for closing at this time.

Both Congress and the Air Force recognize that military value must be the primary consideration in closing or realigning missions among U.S. military bases.

DOD must also consider the following factors:
- The extent and timing of costs and savings,
- The costs of potential environmental remediation,
- The economic impact of existing communities and military missions, and
- The ability of both existing and potential for both bases and communities to support realigned forces, missions and personnel.

The goal of BRAC, according to Air Force leaders, is to:
- Maximize war-fighting capability,
- Transform the Air Force by realigning infrastructure to meet future defense strategy,
- Capitalize on opportunities for joint activity and
- Eliminate excess physical capacity.

So far, there have been four rounds of BRAC (1988, 1991, 1995, and 1995). The four previous BRAC rounds have eliminated approximately 20 percent of DOD’s capacity that existed in 1988. Through those four prior actions produced net savings of approximately $16.7 billion, which includes the cost of environmental clean-up. Recurring savings beyond 2001 are approximately $6.6 billion annually.

“Prior BRAC analyses considered all functions on a service-by-service basis and, therefore, did not result in the joint examination of functions that cross services,” said Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld. “While some unique functions may exist, those functions that are common across the services must be analyzed on a joint basis. I am confident we can produce BRAC recommendations that will advance transformation, combat effectiveness and the efficient use of the taxpayer’s money.”

Here are answers to some of the most common questions we receive:

**Q. How may bases and installations will be closed?**

A. It’s too early to say, but this process represents an effort to reduce capacity, not a set number of bases. Using specific selection criteria that emphasize military value, DOD must complete a comprehensive review before it can determine which installations should be realigned or closed. In 2005, an independent commission will review the Secretary of Defense’s recommendations, hold public hearings, visit various sites, and ultimately send its recommendations to the President.

**Q. How soon will bases be selected for closure or realignment?**

A. Criteria have just been submitted for public comment.

After extensive information gathering, the Secretary of Defense forwards recommendations for realignments and closures to the BRAC Commission in the spring of 2005. The commission then has approximately four months to study the recommendations and send its recommendations to the President. The President has another two weeks to accept or reject the recommendations in their entirety.

If accepted, Congress then has 45 legislative days to act on the recommendations. If Congress does not act on the recommendations, they automatically become law.

**Q. Which bases will be looked at in this round?**

A. All military installations within the continental United States and its territories will be examined as part of this process. This includes laboratories and facilities used by medical, training, guard and reserve activities, as well as air stations and leased facilities.

**Q. What about some base closure lists on Web sites that include Kirtland AFB?**

A. There is no official base closure list. There are unofficial civilian Web sites where the authors speculate about the future of various bases. We have also seen some entirely bogus lists that identify senders who are non-existent Pentagon employees.

We will continue to provide you with current, reliable information on this subject.

### ASC program and ‘Off the Clock’ win international video awards

Two Sandia-produced technical videos about the tri-lab Advanced Simulation Computing Program (ASC) have won acknowledgements from the New York Film Festival, a 50-year-old interna-
tional awards competition for creative communi-
cation in 10 different media. A third Sandia video was also honored. The awards were presented on Jan. 30.

The bronze award went to the “Visions of Clarity” video describing the significance of ASC’s Visual Interactive Environment for Weapons Sim-
ulation (VIEWES) Corridor at Sandia. The video was produced and edited by Regina Valenzuela (15230), this video is a team effort of Sandians and contractor associates.

The second video, “ASC at Supercomputing 2002,” won a “finalist” certificate, also considered an award. Its executive producer/writer, Reeta Garber (9904), interviewed ASC’s NNSA federal managers and ASC executives and managers from Los Alamos and Lawrence Livermore. The interviewees expand on the significance of the tri-lab ASC program and its future. This video is a team effort of Sandians and contractor associates from organizations 9326, 9904, 15230, and 12610.

The third video, “Off the Clock,” also achieved “finalist” status. “Off the Clock” is part of Sandia Video Services Dept. 12610’s employee communications human interest series, shown monthly feature about interesting or unusual activities of Sandians. The video is a production effort of Sandians and contractor associates from organizations 2992, 9326, 9904, and 15230.

The third video, “Off the Clock,” also achieved “finalist” status. “Off the Clock” is part of Sandia Video Services Dept. 12610’s employee communications human interest series, shown monthly feature about interesting or unusual activities of Sandians. The video is a production effort of Sandians and contractor associates from organizations 2992, 9326, 9904, and 15230.

The second video, “ASC at Supercomputing 2002,” won a “finalist” certificate, also considered an award. Its executive producer/writer, Reeta Garber (9904), interviewed ASC’s NNSA federal managers and ASC executives and managers from Los Alamos and Lawrence Livermore. The interviewees expand on the significance of the tri-lab ASC program and its future. This video is a team effort of Sandians and contractor associates from organizations 9326, 9904, 15230, and 12610.

The third video, “Off the Clock,” also achieved “finalist” status. “Off the Clock” is part of Sandia Video Services Dept. 12610’s employee communications human interest series, shown monthly feature about interesting or unusual activities of Sandians. The video is a production effort of Sandians and contractor associates from organizations 2992, 9326, 9904, and 15230.

### Your comments: Productivity, site safety get ‘Your Thoughts, Please’ attention

Fewer, shorter meetings. Reduced bureaucracy. Less time spent socializing or cozying up to the boss. Eliminating the 9/80 accelerated work-week schedule.

If all those, and some additional, suggestions show up as ways Sandians say productivity at the Labs could be increased. Those and other ideas are available for reading on the internal-web-based Sandia e-comment feature, “Your Thoughts, Please,” which recently asked “How might you or the people around you increase productivity?"

If you visit “Your Thoughts, Please,” you can submit a response to the current question: “With recent talk around the Labs...about improving safety, what is the one thing — maybe the one stupid thing — going on right now that if done better or differently would improve safety throughout the Labs so that every member of the workforce truly could expect to go home injury-free every day?”

Responses to that safety-related question are being accepted through March 19.

Enter “Your Thoughts, Please” through the internal web’s Newscenter (http://www-irn.sandia.gov/newscenter/news-frames.html) and click on the appropriate button near the top left of that page or simply write a response to the current question and send it to thoughts@sandia.gov.

### Sympathy

To Meg Luther (12105) on the death of her father, Estanislado Otero, in Albuquerque, Jan. 22.

To Adrian Gurule (14411) on the death of his father, Estanislado Otero, in Albuquerque, Jan. 22.

To Matthew Gurule (9724), interviewed ASC program and its future. This video is a team effort of Sandians and contractor associates from organizations 2992, 9326, 9904, and 15230.

To Everett Saverino on the death of his wife, Betty, in Albuquerque, Jan. 15.

To Jack Stayton on the death of his mother in Wellington, Kansas, Jan. 13.

To Shawn Littleford on the death of her mother in Albuquerque, Jan. 15.